Is the ultimate nature of existence, in fact, incomprehensible -at least to most mortals? Must the word of experts about that ultimate nature be accepted unconditionally? Does the "common man" simply have to "deal with it"?
The very title of Our Mathematical Universe suggests that the physicist/cosmologist author, Max Tegmark, intends to draw all and every reader into his vision of reality -a vision which, ultimately, attempts to explain everything as an equation -yet, a vision presented, for the most part, sans equations.
The fact that our universe is explainable in terms of mathematical equations is not all that surprising given that the fundamental course of physics ever since Galileo has been toward abstract and mathematical descriptions of reality. That reality IS an equation is a bit of leap, however.
Our Mathematical Universe is divided into three Parts -the first deals with the macroscopic universe and time; the second deals with atoms and smaller and some mathematical topics such as randomness; and, the third is a discussion of the implications of the first two Parts for the future of human life. Parts 1 & 2 are essentially a review of the status of modern physics and cosmology.
Throughout the first two Parts of Our Mathematical Universe, the author repeatedly refers to the conclusions of the solution of certain mathematical equations of quantum mechanics -in particular the Schroedinger equation and its derivatives -as if they were inviolate. What follows from these quantum equations is that there must be multiple universes (multiverses) and an infinite number of parallel existences, at that. Getting one's mind wrapped around Einstein's fourth dimension was painful enough, dealing with the creation of an infinite number of doppelgangers throughout one's lifetime is just too much to bear. If accepting multiverses is the ticket to understanding the way the universe works, then I'm afraid this concept is in trouble.
While reading Parts 1 & 2 of Our Mathematical Universe, I could not help sensing the similarities between the language and style of modern cosmologists and physicists and that of theologians of the middle ages. Although those early theologians and philosophers would have shuddered at the idea of testing their view of the universe against observations, yet there are marked similarities between their logic and that of modern physicists. For example, the problem of infinity. Dealing with infinity leads modern physics down the (possibly unfalsifiable) multiverse path, just as theologians struggled with the implications of an infinite God -if s/he knows/is everything past, present and future, where is there room for free will, evil, good? -better swept under the rug of authority. At least modern cosmologists are trying to deal with infinity directly, but, alas, the results tend to sound a bit silly, and are, ultimately, forever outside the pale of direct (except, maybe, for mathematicians!) human experience.
To his credit, Tegmark does give at least passing attention to the philosophical/theological purse strings of modern physics. But he doesn't appear to be aware of the fact that he is on a first name basis with presumably nearly everyone who can comprehend quantum mechanics, but he eventually steps over the science/philosophy line (and in Part 3 confusingly uses the term "singularity" in a completely different context -namely, as the triumph of Artificial Intelligence -from Parts 1 & 2 -as a cosmological event.) While it is comforting to find such a towering intellect come down firmly on the side of the reality of our physical world (as opposed to the post-modern, subjective vision of everything), there is little satisfaction in the that reality -you have to take Tegmark's word for it.
Our Mathematical Universe is full of lots of pretty, but unconvincing, illustrations, a good reading list and index, but no Notes. Nice try, Max, but no brass ring.
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